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Abstract - The study reveals to reduce toxins in waste in to
reusable components. It can reduce waste in all three phases
such as solids, liquids and gases by using a single process
instead of several other processes in each individual phase.

1.INTRODUCTION
Waste management is very important in all three phases
which requires various waste management plants such as
sewage water treatment, bio-gas production plant and
garbage disposal plants or landfills [1]. All these existing
processes reduce toxic levels in waste to minimal levels [1].
However, in few cases waste can`t be managed to greater
and reliable extent using any of the existing processes.
Especially when dealing with polymers it’s even more
inevitable. Moreover, all forms of waste can`t be treated at a
time with a single process or plant [1]. So, there is a
necessity to embark upon new process which can process all
forms of waste at a time with minimal effort. It is also equally
important to reduce toxins to completely usable components
or degradable components including polymers [2].

2.APPROACH
2.1.Idea
To have a process which can perform and fulfil objectives
of all the other processes at a time it should comprises all the
stages of existing process or alternative substitute methods
at corresponding stages of the process. Therefore, all the
common stages are bypassed and rest of the stages or their
substitute methods are correspondingly performed to fulfil
desired process.

2.2.Sewage water treatment plant

2.3.Garbage disposal
The garbage is disposed into landfills and are burned at
regular intervals or else dry garbage is used in thermal
power production plant [4]. Wet garbage is used in
production of bio-gas production. This needed to be simple
in molecular structure. Basically wet garbage is fed to a
bacterium which breaks complex molecular structures to
simple molecular structures such as starch to glucose [4].
This can also be substituted by using high temperature and
pressure [3]. This method can also degrade polymers and
plastics
particularly
thermoplastics
by
thermal
decomposition technique [3].

3. METHODOLOGY
Bpassing common stages in all the above plants can fulfil
desired task at the same time several process can be
accomplished at one instance. Therefore, sandwiching
combustion process with sewage water treatment and
thermal decomposition is expected [3][4]. Dry garbage used
in thermal power production is similarly used for heat
generation here. Bio-gas generated from wet garbage can be
used for additional heat production [3][4][2]. Finally, when
gases are released due to combustion they are entrapped and
dissolved in water and other non-polar solvents which are
subjected to effluent treatment just like ion bed treatment
and reverse osmosis treatment for water.
Thus wastes in three phases are managed without
releasing toxins into the environment.
1. Characteristics
 Self-sustainable:

The sewage water is subjected to sludge digestion and
disinfection at primary and secondary treatment [2]. These
can also be done by subjecting sewage water to high
temperature and pressure [3]. Rather than chlorination and
sludge digestion methods boiling sewage water can complete
both the processes at time [2].

Adaptive waste management should not consume any
resources other than waste. It must use one form of waste as
catalyst to treat other form


Cost effective:

It should not be expensive to install, maintain or repair.
At the same time it should convert toxins into reusable
components.
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5. WORKING

Feasibility:

Waste may vary with composition and concentration
from one locality to other. Then Adaptive waste management
should be designed to adapt for particular composition and
perform the process. It should provide facility to choose by
products and resultants during the process at-least during
designing process.


Construction and Functions:

It should be easy to design and manufacture. It must also
perform complex functioning process without any errors or
defects.


Eco-friendly:

It should contribute for sustainable possessive growth
and pollution free.

4. MODE OF USE
Basically it can exist in various modes such as rectangular
lateral, rectangular column, cubic and cylindrical.
A. Rectangular Lateral

B. Rectangular column
In this method all the chambers are arranged horizontally. In
other words boilers lies left to the combustion chamber and
thermal decomposition lies right to the combustion chamber
or vice-versa.
Cubic/Cuboids

Here internal chamber supports combustion where as
external combustion is divided into boiler and thermal
decomposition chambers based on the requirement. Here
the process is commenced in circular manner where as
chambers are designed to be cubic or cuboids in structure. If
the chambers are cylindrical then it is a cylindrical adaptive
waste management system. It also works similar to the
cubic/cuboids waste management system.
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ACID + BASE SOLUTION
BASE +BASE SOLUTION

==> SALT + WATER (1)
==>SUPER SATURATED(2)
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